The Clear Perspective
on Healthcare Cyber Risk

Cyber attacks
are on the rise
in healthcare.

41M

Patient records
breached
in 2019*

More than
all of 2016,
2017 and 2018
combined

90%

of OCR ePHI cases
related to risk
analysis failures†

As healthcare organizations increase their reliance on digital technology, new
opportunities and threats are emerging.
Trends like data proliferation, endpoint
expansion, data sharing, and interoperability
require significant resources and expertise.

Budgets and resources to solve these
problems are not keeping pace with new
complexities and compliance requirements.

As the value of stolen data increases,
cybercriminals are increasing the number
and sophistication of cyber attacks.

Checklists and spreadsheets cannot ensure
the security, confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of protected health information.

Healthcare organizations need a complete Enterprise Cyber Risk Management
Solution that is scalable to their ever-changing needs.

*

Increasing Cyber Attacks: Protenus Breach Barometer Report

†

OCR Statistics: Clearwater’s internal analysis of the OCR enforcement actions (settlements/CMPs) involving an ePHI breach event
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Protect patient data
Avoid preventable breaches
Guard your reputation
Achieve compliance

IRM|Analysis CyberIntelligence® Dashboard

Your organization needs
an advanced approach to
Cyber Risk Management.
Clearwater is the leading provider of Cyber Risk Management and HIPAA
compliance software and services for healthcare organizations.
SaaS-based
Enterprise
Cyber Risk
Management
Software
Guidance and
education from
cybersecurity
experts
100% OCR
acceptance rate*

Trusted by more than 400 healthcare
providers and partners, Clearwater offers bestin-class software and consulting services.
Our proprietary IRM|Pro® software helps
you identify, prioritize, and manage all risks
to help reduce the likelihood of a breach.
IRM|Pro is a holistic, scalable SaaS-based
Enterprise Cyber Risk Management platform,
based on the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.

IRM|Pro enables our consultants and the
healthcare organizations that subscribe to the
software to streamline information security
and privacy processes, and to perform a
comprehensive, enterprise-wide OCR-Quality
Risk Analysis®. Contrary to a point-in-time
checklist-based assessment/audit, IRM|Pro
specifically facilitates a continuous risk
management process that adapts to changing
environments and threat landscapes and
empowers our customers to maintain a strong,
ongoing and maturing security posture.

*Risk Analyses performed by, or in consultation with, Clearwater have been accepted by the Office for Civil Rights 100% of the time

The difference is clear.
“Based on all I’ve seen over the years,
Clearwater’s risk analysis methodology
and software are in the best-of-breed tier
and can be seriously considered by any
organization striving to meet regulatory
requirements in performing HIPAA
risk analysis.”

Leon Rodriguez

“Clearwater’s IRM|Pro® was the only
user-accessible software I found that
operationalized the NIST Framework
through automation and made it
manageable to apply across our assets.”

Mitch Thomas
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